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Note: For the users of Linux who do not want to install VirtualBox, you can skipp Assignment 1.
Download a compressed file IFMP 12 Linux.tgz from the course webpage, save it to your Desktop
and perform the following steps:

1. Using the Terminal, navigate to your Desktop directory where you downloaded
IFMP 12 Linux.tgz file.

2. In order to unpack the file on your Desktop, type “tar -xvf IFMP 12 Linux.tgz” (with-
out quotes). A folder called progs should appear on your desktop.

3. In your running Terminal (assuming you are still in the Desktop directory), type
“cd progs/libraries”.

4. If you are using your own Emacs configuration file (.emacs), you should save it somewhere
as this step creates a new .emacs file and copies it to your home directory. Type “make
install” in order to install libraries needed for the course.1

Now, you should be able to use F9 key inside Emacs in order to compile your .cpp files. Make
sure that you create these inside the progs directory or copy Makefile from progs directory to
the directory where your .cpp file is located.

Assignment 1 - VirtualBox Setup (0 points)

This assignment guides you through the process of setting up your VirtualBox, a virtual Linux
machine with a preset environment and pre-installed libraries that you will need for this course.
Follow the steps below and if you have any problems with this task, contact your teaching assistant
or Milos Novacek.

1. Download VirtualBox client for your operating system and istall it.

2. Download XubuntuIFMP12.ova file from the course webpage. Make sure, when you are
saving this file, the .ova extension remains as a part of the file name.

1Since you are using your own Linux machine, X11 header files may be missing. In this case, you should get a
message “X11.h not found”. To fix this, inside your Terminal, type “sudo apt-get install xorg-dev”
and repeat steps 3 and 4 from from above.
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3. Open VirtualBox and from the menu select “File → Import Appliance...”. Click on
“Choose...” and select XubuntuIFMP12.ova file you’ve just downloaded. Click “Next”.
The dialog in Figure 1 should appear.

Figure 1: Importing dialog

We recommend that you leave the RAM on preset 1024 MB, however, do not go under 256
MB. Click “Import”. Furthermore, if you do not have enough space for the virtual machine
on the default disk (determined by VirtualBox), you can change this via clicking on Virtual
Disk Image highlighted in Figure 1 by a green rectangle.

4. Before starting the Virtual Machine, let us create a shared folder which is shared between
your home operating system and the guest (virtual) operating system. You can use this
folder for importing the files from or to your virtual machine. After the previous step, the
dialog in Figure 2 should appear.
Create on your host computer a folder where the shared data between host and guest
computers should appear. I will call this folder sharedFolder, but you can name it as you
wish and also place it wherever you wish.

5. In the dialog from Figure 2, click on “Shared Folders” that is marked by the red rectangle.
The dialog depicted in Figure 3 should appear. Click on “Add Shared Folder (ins)” icon
that is marked in Figure 3 with a red rectangle.
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Figure 2: Imported Virtual Machine dialog

6. The dialog from Figure 4 should appear. For “Folder Path” choose a path to your
sharedFolder that you created on your host machine. This is very important, make
sure that the “Folder Name” is vb shared and no other name. Click “Ok” and “Ok”.

Now, you are ready to start the Virtual Machine (VM). Double click on the VM icon marked in
Figure 2 by a blue rectangle. It may take a little while for VM to power up. Once it is started, you
will see two directories on the desktop, shared and progs. The directory shared is the shared
directory between your host and guest machine. All the programs you create for this course should
be created in the myProgs directory. Programs from the lectures are in progs directory. If you
want to compile a .cpp program from the terminal, say myProgram.cpp, navigate to where it is
(either myProgs or progs directory) using a cd command and write ‘‘make myProgram’’. This
will create an executable file. To run the executable file, use a command ‘‘./myProgram’’. If
you are not familiar with UNIX commands, you can find important UNIX commands here. Both
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Figure 3: Adding shared folder

Figure 4: Set “Folder Name” to vb shared

the user name and the root password are ifmp12.

Note: Please note, that your teaching assistent will accept only those programs that compile
without any warnings. Other programs (i.e. those that do not compile or contain any warning)
will receive 0 points.

Assignment 2 - Skript-Aufgabe 8 (8 points)

Write a program power20.cpp that reads an integer a from the standard input and outputs a20

using at most 5 multiplications.
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